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coal, raw materials preparation/beneficia-' 
lion, improvement in the lining life of L.D. 
converters, better yields and reduction in the 
usage of materials in the production 
processes. These projects are being im-
plemented in close coordination with the 
steel plants.] 

 

i [ATTEMPTS  TO    SPOIL  INDO-
BANGLADESH RELATIONS 

331. SHRI PRAKASH VEER SHAS-
TRI : Will the Minister of EXTERNAL 
AFFAIRS be pleased to state : 

(a) whether it is a fact that some foreign 
powers are making determined attempts to 
spoil  India's relations with Bangladesh; 

(b) whether there has been any discussion 
with the Government of Bangladesh on this 
subject; and 

(c) to what extent the trade and cultural 
relations between the two countries has 
been affected thereby ?] 

 

 

t[THE DEPUTY MINISTER IN THE 
MINISTRY OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 
(SHRI BIPINPAL DAS) : (a) Certain ex-
ternal forces have been attempting to pro-
mote discord and instability in the sub-
continent. Persistent false and malicious 
propaganda by interested quarters is appar-
ently intended to create misunderstanding 
and tension between India and Bangladesh. 

(b) Yes,  Sir. 

(ci Trade and cultural relations between 
the two countries continue to be normal.] 

 

1[Opening of STD services in the Country 

332. SHRI PRAKASH VEER SHAS-TRI 
: Will the Minister of COMMUNICATIONS 
be pleased to state : 

(a) the number of new STD services 
opened during the last year; 

(bi by when all the State capitals will be 
connected with Delhi through Subscribers 
Trunk Dialling System; 

t[   ] English translation 
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(c) whether Govt, are aware of the 
complaints against the inefficient functioning 
of the system; and 

(d) if so, the steps taken to improve its 
working ?] 

 

t[THE MINISTER OF COMMUNICA-
TIONS (DR. SHANKER DAYAL SHAR-
M): (a) 19 point-to-point S.T.D. routes and 6 
TA.X. routes were opened during 1975. 

(b) Out of 25 State Capitals, the follow 
ing are already connected to Delhi by 
S.T.D. 

(1) Bombay 
(2) Chandigarh 
(3) Jaipur 
(4) Lucknow 
(5) Madras 
(6) Patna 
(7) Simla, and 
(8) Srinagar. 

Further, Bangalore and Gandhinagar have 
STD facilities with Delhi during the con-
cessional periods. Full-time availability of 
STD to these two capitals and connection of 
the rest of the State capitals to Delhi will be 
provided progressively during the 5th & 6th 
Plan periods. 

(c) and (d) A Committee has been set 
up to examine the working of the S.T.D. 
and suggest methods of improving the effi 
ciency. The report of the Committee is 
awaited. Appropriate follow-up action will 
be taken in the light of the recommenda 
tion of the Committee. 

Reservation of vacancies for ex-
Apprentices 

333. SHRI S. G. SARDESA1 : 
SHRI  JAGJ1T  SINGH  ANAND : Will 

the Minister of LABOUR be pleased to state'. 
(a) whether it is a fact that the Central 

Apprenticeship Council has recommended to 
Government to make it obligatory for the 
industrial units to reserve 50 p« cent of 
vacancies for the ex-apprentices; and 

(b) if so, what steps Government propose 
to take in the matter ? 

THE MINISTER OF LABOUR (SHRI K. 
V.  RAGHUNATHA REDDY) :     (a) 
and (b) No. The Central Apprenticeship 
Council at its meeting held on 31-7-1975 
considered the question but the consensus 
was not in favour of a statutory reservation of 
vacancies. 


